
Operation Fortitude?

Operation Fortitude was part of the wider plan, Bodyguard, to miselad the enemy about 
the timing and location of the Allied invasion of north west Europe. Fortitude South had as 
its key aim, the appearance that the invasion would take place in the Pas de Calais, 
across the shortest sea crossing. As part of this, the fictitious First United States Army 
Group (FUSAG) under General George Patton was created and the movement of this into 
Kent was part of the deception. Spurious radio traffic was produced, along with convoys 
that drove south by day, then back north by night, and inflatable landing craft and vehicles.
It has been thought that Special Duties played a part in Fortitude. These documents 
possibly provide some evidence towards this idea.



This letter and the attached dates refer to periods of intense wireless activity and also 
periods of radio silence. These would give the impression of a unit being present and then 
moving away. Presumably similar periods in Kent would mimic the arrival of the fictional 
Army. These plans suggest that the Allies thought that these messages could be 
intercepted by the Germans, even if their content could not be deciphered. Otherwise 
there would be no point in these changes in broadcasts. Similar activities were undertaken
by regular Army Signals units as well. However studies after the war found no evidence 
that the Germans noticed this signals traffic at all! However, at the time this could not have 
been assumed.



This note with it’s handwritten addition refers to fortnightly reports being completed from 28
Aug (presumably 1943). This appears to instruct the Special Duties personnel to report on 
the movement of troops or stores, and on any observed specialist training, such as by 
gliders, which might be linked to an invasion of Europe. They were also to note any 
rumours or leaks of information. This would have allowed an assessment of what any 
german spies might be reporting back to Germany. After the war it became clear that the 
British had identified all the German spies sent to Britain, and the only intelligence being 
transmitted was from British run double agents, who were also supplying intelligence to 
support Operation Fortitude.


